
The Chemistry of the 
Origins 

 

There was nothing in the vacuum, and “nothing” was sad and cold. In that time of absentia, 

there was only an ancestral force habbiting this universe, Mendeleyev, creator of everything 

that would be. 

Mendeleyev molded Hyrogenes, the most beautiful and brightness of all the stars. But “nothing” 

was so empty that Mendeleyev had to create seven more stars, which would help Hyrogenes to 

fill that void. And the duration of the brightness of each star was called day. So, every seven days 

shone Helios, Neo, Argon, Kryptos, Xenos, Radon and Oganessian. 

Helios looked like Hyrogenes in essence, but it was more smiling. Neo was the brightest of all 

of them, except Hyrogenes. The last of the seven, Oganessian, was finished in The Age of Men. 

And to date they light our days, so noble, so untouchable, so deedless, and also so alive. 

Mendeleyev also created powerful entities, future leaders of their people. They were and still 

are: Lithos, Beryl, Buraq, Carbos, Nitrogenes, Oxysgenes and Fluere. They all lived in peace, 

and in peace they loved and admired each other, since they were all different from each other 

and unique in their kind. 

Oxysgenes used Hydrogenes power and together they made water. 

Lithos and Beryl occupied with their people rugged and mountanious regions, and son they hid 

in deep caves, beacuse their humor was inconstant and they became irascible and violent on 

contact with water. Lithos range was called Alkali and there lived its children Natrium, Kalium, 

Ribidus, Caesius and Francium. Beryl habbited in Alkali Earth, as then Magnesia, Calx, 

Strontion, Barys and Radius did. 

So far away from there lived Buraq, Carbos, Nitrogenes, Oxysgenes and Fluere.   

Descendants of Buraq were called Alumen, Gallia, Indicum, Thallus and Nihonium. 

Nitrogenes lived near Buraq, between Carbox and Oxysgenes. Phosphoros, Arsenikos, 

Stibbum, Bismuth and Moscovium formed Nitrogenes people. Oxysgenes led its people to 

the highest and most airy places, although following generations were heavier and had to come 

down to the land next to Fluere. That earth extension was called Chalcogen and there habbited 

Sulphurium, Selena, Tellus, Polonia and Livermorium. Finally, in eastern land habbited Fluere 

people: Chloros, Bromos, Iodes, Astatos and Tennessine. That region was called Halogen. 



Fluere and Oxysgenes people allied with those of Lithos and Beryl, but that made them more 

vulnerable to water, particulary Natrium and Chloros, who used to play near the sea, making 

it salty and sparkling.  

The most important of these entities was Carbox, more than its children Silex, Germania, 

Stannum, Plumbum and Flerovium. Carbox employed its power and knowledge to create life, 

and making alliances with Hydrogenes, Nitrogenes and Oxysgenes worked to mold humans, 

animals and plants. But the world has no color and Carbox, altruistic by nature, took six drops 

of its blood and created the ring, The Aromatic Ring. So that the world had then color, and odor, 

and life. It was not the only ring -Carbox created more rings that were less stable and powerfull- 

and it was not a ring to control all ohers. The Aromatic Ring accepted other entities and, in 

consequence, new species emerged. 

The world was prosperous and joyful, in harmony, in peace. But where there is light, there is 

darkness, as where there is Sun, there is shadow. And that is why some alliances between 

Carbox and Oxysgenes were spolied by a dark power and the world was filled with smough and 

cough, but that time the plants save it. Shortly after this affair, another dark force resulting from 

that alliance, an invisible, intangible, colorless and odorless power, plunged the world into a 

deadly dream. Oxysgenes, irate, double its efforts and stepped in to save life in the world, and 

Carbox, bereaved, cried and with its tears created the most precius and valued gemstone of the 

universe, Diamond. And then the light returned to the world, which lived until today in peace. 

Other dark episodes disturbed the peace in the Transition Earth, the region between Alkali Earth 

and Buraq land, starred by those who misused the power offered by Hydrogyrum. But light 

shines, shines more than darkness, and in those lands between east and west great feats were 

achieved. 

Ferrum gave color to the blood; Aurum and Argentum forged together beautiful jewels; 

Nickel, Cobalt, Rhodon, Palladium and Platinum used Hyrogenes power to form new species 

in conjuction with Alkenes and Alkynes, who were descedants of Carbox. Wolfram loved 

humans, so it gave them light, and Lantalin and Actinium allowed them to live beyond their 

borders to grow in curiosity and intelligence, and they synthesized new elements and called that 

region Rare Earths. 

And it is until today that alliances between the first ones, created by Mendeleyev, and the 

humans last, and it is on the map he configured where the new achievements of our era will be 

reached. 


